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Welcome and intro to the Sessions 
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Title: Metaverse: Why making an infinite resource finite is a 
bad idea? 

Many companies and governments embark on, what they are told, 
is the metaverse.  The question is, does metaverse exist and if so, 
how to engage with it? This quick elaboration will take you on a 
tour of what the metaverse is and what isn't through the prism of 
research and development of XR technology and related socio-
technical phenomena.  

 

 
 
 

Lukasz Porwol 
(INSIGHT)  
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Title: Metaverse: a Real-time Socially Focused 3D Rendered 
XR Human. 

In synchronous communication such as in the Metaverse, an ultra-
realistic XR Human representation is key to bridging the uncanny 
valley effect of model-based avatars, building a true sense of 
human co-presence in a shared environment. However, in most 
immersed experience, the user wears head-mounted devices 
(HMDs), which cause a major occlusion on important facial 
features such as eye contact and eye gaze. We present key building 
blocks for the metaverse that empowers the users with the ability 
to convey a better sense of co-presence by recognizing key facial 
features and social cues, and thereby enabling to identify and 
recognize the person 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sylvie Dijkstra-
Soudarissanane 

(TNO)  

 
 
 
 
 
 

(12 min)  

 
 
Title: Metaverse in Industry 5.0: from Digital Twins to AI-
powered co-design. 

In the context of industrial applications, Metaverse leverage on the 
power of physics simulation and virtual interaction to provide a 
space where designers and end users can interact with industrial 
prototypes (digital twins) in real life scenarios for the design, 
training, testing and improvement of real-life machinery and 
infrastructure. We will explore how Metaverses built around 
industrial digital twins and AI-assisted physical design will make 
these processes cheaper, faster, and safer.  

 

Inaki Martinez 
(Optiva Media)   



 
 
 
 
 
 

(12min) 

Title: Metaverse standards and governing activities in cyber-
physical worlds. 

The Spatial Web standards provide an innovative 
hyperdimensional meta-data infrastructure. They enable AIs to 
understand identities, activities as well as locations of people, 
spaces and things and the relationships governing them. These 
meta-elements of context allow AIs to model, simulate and execute 
activities compliant with any type of policy in the physical and 
virtual world (or Verse).  

Philippe Sayegh 
(VERSES)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(12min) 

Title: Paving the way to a trustworthy, open and safe 
Metaverse 

Considered by many as the next generation of the Internet, the 
metaverse is expected to combine new virtual digital spaces and 
elements from the real world. The vision of a persistent network 
of 3D interconnected "worlds" offering immersive experiences 
requires several technological advances and important policy 
related issues to be addressed. Several European research and 
innovation efforts such as the Next Generation Internet (NGI) are 
paving the way towards a trustworthy, open and safe metaverse. 
The NGI community is at work on some of its core building blocks 
building a decentralised and federate digital space based on open 
standards, free and open source software and hardware, and open 
data. 

Monique Calisti 
(MARVEL) 

1h05-1h30 
(25min) 

Panel discussion 

 

 


